BOOK NOW TO EXPERIENCE THIS INTERACTIVE HERITAGE FESTIVAL

30TH MARCH — 9TH APRIL 2017

NEWSLETTER NO: XV

30 March is Day 1

This will be the last Stars Newsletter before we
start to greet our guests, commencing on 30
March 2017. Volunteers and train crews will be
arriving a few days early to familiarise
themselves with the operating procedures that
need to be followed in order to run such a big
event.
We are delighted to confirm that the Angolan
Ambassador to South Africa, Josefina Pitra
Diakite, will be officially opening our Stars of
Sandstone 2017 event.
Angola has always been a railway and
locomotive-rich country. The Sandstone
Heritage Trust has 7 ex-Angolan locomotives,
all restored and working.

On this postcard scene from a bygone era, there is a selection of
very similar locomotives to what will be on show next month at
Stars of Sandstone 2017
Sandstone Estates Main Complex — February 2017

The farm is now on high alert for the
forthcoming event. We have had amazing rains
of 120mm over one weekend and then another
70mm 10 days later. The farm looks as good as
ever, but we have suffered a 2 week delay with
regard to the construction of the Children's
Railway, and of course, all the farming activities
ground to a halt as well. Provided that the
weather settles down somewhat and that we do
not have rain on this scale for the next 2 to 3
weeks, we see no particular difficulties with our
preparations. We might just have to work a bit
of overtime.
For those who have registered their attendance
for Stars of Sandstone 2017, we would like to
thank you and say that we look forward to
welcoming you in just a few short weeks. For
those who are still thinking about it, we suggest
that you follow the old adage – there is no time
like the present!
Both our on-site accommodation and the
restaurant meal capacity have now been
reached, but we can still accommodate many
more people as day visitors without the catering
option. The Food Village will be operating for
the duration of the Stars of Sandstone event for
just that reason.
To book, go to www.starsofsandstone.com
and the INFO & BOOKING tab.
Preserving the best of the Past for the Future

Thank you for your continued interest in Stars of Sandstone 2017 — see you at month-end on the farm!
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THE CHILDREN’S RAILWAY INFRASTRUCTURE
... built for smaller locomotives and little people.
Construction is moving ahead on the new line designed
primarily for our younger visitors although our adult
visitors will love it too! It runs from the grain silos and
along by the loco workshop to a large loop around the
dam in the south east corner of the Sandstone complex.
The aerial map shows the layout of the new line and
progress can be followed in the weekly steam reports via
the links at the end of this Newsletter.
After last year's drought Sandstone has been
experiencing exceptionally heavy rain which has slowed
progress, but the line is still on target for a Grand
Opening at Stars of Sandstone 2017.
Sandstone Estates is proud to announce that the
Children’s Railway is soon to be named Seb's Railway
in honour of Sebastian, the grandson of one of
Sandstone's Directors.

These photos were taken before the heavy rains fell
at Sandstone in February.
One of the new culverts being built to railway
specifications along the Children’s Railway line.
Photo credit: Gert Jubileus

LET’S MEET SEBASTIAN
Sebastian is a 6 year old boy who has always loved steam
trains.
It began when he would play for hours with his small
wooden toys, but his admiration grew even more when
he got to see the 'giant' steam locos in action; Seb's
passion caught the attention of the Sandstone team. In all
honesty, it was hard to miss….
At Stars of Sandstone 2015, Seb was invariably found in
the middle of the action, smiling from ear to ear and
dressed in his train driver’s overalls. His excitement and
sense of wonder was clear as this little boy took in the
magic of these great machines as they moved around
him.
As a gesture to capture his spirit & enthusiasm, the team
at Sandstone has decided to name the new stretch of
narrow gauge track after this young steam railway
enthusiast.
Seb's Railway will embody a childhood fascination and
excitement rekindled in every adult each time we breathe
in the sights and smells of these great machines, brought
to life from an increasingly distant past. This unifying
admiration, appreciation and love is infectious and
bridges so many generations and cultures. It represents a
sentiment at the very core of all the restoration activity
carried out at Sandstone.
Seb's Railway will be officially commissioned during
Stars of Sandstone 2017 and will be yet another welcome
addition in this slice of tangible history to be passed on to
the next generation.
Sebastian, or Seb as he is known, at various ages,
sporting his inimitable grin.
Bottom right, Seb is pictured with his sister, Xanthe
Photo credit: Tamara Webster
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PRELIMINARY STARS OF SANDSTONE MAIN COMPLEX SITE MAP
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Steam Trains depart from
Hoekfontein Station

Other key amenities:
Fulfilment Centre
Camping Grounds
Ablution Block
Lecture Room
Military Vehicle Rides
Sandstone Shop

This way to:
Sandstone Airfield, and the
SAVTEC, Earthmoving,
Military Parades and the
Sound of Thunder displays

Hitch a ride anytime on
Ox Wagons or Mule Carts
and the Shuttle which will
be circuiting the Complex

Board Seb’s Railway at
The African Star Bus Co.

Activities and things to do at the Stars of Sandstone 2017 event 30 March to 9 April 2017
Steam Train Rides on Sandstone’s 30km Narrow Gauge Railway

Visit the SA Armour Museum display

Kiddies Steam Train Rides on Seb’s Railway

Hitch ride on an Ox wagon or Mule Cart

Book a flight in a Vintage Aircraft

Hop on and off the Shuttle to see everything in the Complex

Book a ride on a Steam Loco Footplate

See Classic Cars & Trucks on display and driving about

Book a ride in a Military Vehicle

Visit the Land Rover and SAVTEK displays

Military Vehicle Parades every day

See Traction Engines roaming the Estate

Watch the Legendary Sound of Thunder by SA Armour Museum

Vintage Agricultural Machinery on show

Book a day trip to the Sandstone Bloemfontein Workshop

Working Stationary Engines on display

Take a romantic Sundowner or Stargazer Train ride

Watch heaps of soil being moved by Earthmoving Equipment

Attend an informative Talk or Lecture in the evening

Enjoy all 11 days of fun, sun and steam in the country

Take part in the Photography Competition

There is also a comprehensive Food & Refreshment village open for those
guests who did not book the full catering package

Specially staged Railway Photographic opportunities
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S T E A M L O C O M O T I V E R E S T O R AT I O N N E W S
THE NG10
As we approach the Stars of Sandstone 2017 event, work
is continuing on the restoration of the NG10. Some
major work has been done on the frames, and the
damaged smokebox saddle has been repaired. However,
other damage has been found, which will require
specialised welding in the weeks to come. This project is
probably the most difficult ever undertaken by Lukas
Nel and his team, but we are extremely confident of a
positive outcome. In the meantime, Keith Stevens and
his team in Howick are hard at work refurbishing the
boiler.
The close-up photograph shows some of the newly
discovered damage that will require specialised welding.
In-progress pictures by Lukas Nel
Far left, courtesy Leith Paxton.
The NG10 at Humewood Road in 1962 just before withdrawal
from service

NEW MODEL AVAILABLE
THE DECAUVILLE
One of the jewels of the Sandstone Collection is the 1899
Decauville, “Bathala”. A couple of years ago we assisted
Jason Kovac with a set of photographs and dimensions
for “Bathala” which have now been used for Accucraft to
produce a live steam model of the locomotive. Have a
look at the Accucraft web site on:
http://www.accucraft.com/modelc/B77-531-040.html
It certainly is a beautiful model, with a short write up on
Sandstone's acquisition of the loco.

“Bathala” in action at Stars 2015. The loco will be in service
on Seb's Railway in 2017.

FANCY A FOOTPLATE RIDE?
To ride on the footplate of a steam locomotive is
certainly every boy's dream — and for a lot of the girls,
too! This amazing opportunity is available to you
during Stars of Sandstone 2017 at a cost of R750 per
person, including VAT.
Please book your Footplate Ride at the Visitor Reception
Centre, where you will need to sign a special indemnity
and obtain your Footplate Voucher. This must be
handed to the Station Master at Hoekfontein Station,
who will introduce you to the loco driver at your
allocated time.
Safety is of paramount concern and you are advised to
wear long pants and stout shoes; sandals are not
acceptable. While on the footplate, you are under the
control of the driver and must follow his instructions at
all times. You may not, under any circumstances,
operate the controls of the locomotive.

Denise Middleditch with Driver Graham Black
during her footplate experience
during the Stars event in 2015

The final Programme of Rail events will be published on
our website shortly, and will be available in the printed
Event Programme to help you choose when you would
like to be on the Footplate. The minimum age limit for
footplate rides is 16.
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A HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE OF AN ICONIC SANDSTONE LOCOMOTIVE
THE SIMMER & JACK
PORTER 2-6-2T
The name Simmer & Jack is a reminder of the frontier days of the
Witwatersrand and the Gold Rush of the 1880s which led to the
birth of Johannesburg.
The gold reef that ran from Randfontein in the west, to Springs in
the east was to lead to the birth of the east-west rail system on the
Witwatersrand that still exists to this day. The discovery of coal in
the Boksburg area, soon led the pioneers of the area to realise that
the ox wagon transports of the day could not keep up with the
supply of materials that were needed for the booming Reef
mining area.

Simmer & Jack No 3 in original condition. Picture courtesy of the Dave Parsons Collection

The town of Germiston is the oldest in the Witwatersrand
community, having been established in 1886 when John Jack and
August Simmer purchased the farm Elandsfontein. They
prospected for gold and registered the Simmer & Jack mine. The
town was laid out in 1887 to house the workers, the name being
chosen after a farm near to Glasgow in Scotland, where John Jack
was born. After the railway reached Germiston in 1892, it was
logical that the Simmer & Jack Mine would become rail
connected. Sadly, the mine was closed in 1969.
A total of six locomotives operated on the mine. Numbers 1 & 2
were built by HK Porter (Pittsburgh, USA) in 1896 and were 2-62 tank locomotives. They were followed in 1902 by No 3 of a
similar design, being a Porter 15”x20” model (Porter 2443/1902).
Numbers 1 & 2 were unfortunately scrapped in 1987/88 along
with No 4, which was an ex-SAR A class tank locomotive.
No 3 is very interesting — although it was new to Simmer & Jack,
it appears to have been used as a Porter demonstrator in
Southern Africa, and worked at City Deep in 1915 and also on
the Zambezi Sawmills Railway (Zambia) before returning to
Simmer & Jack in 1921.
After years of display and then being dumped, the final two
survivors on the mine, Numbers 3 and 6 were saved by Sandstone
Heritage Trust. Now based at the Hoekfontein complex at
Sandstone, Porter No 3 will be cosmetically restored.

Simmer & Jack Number 3 after a rebuild with a modified cab.
Picture courtesy of the Dave Parsons Collection

The Porter is one of the last survivors of the famous Simmer &
Jack Mine, one of the pioneering mines of the Reef, and as such,
has great historical value. Very few Porter-built locos survive and
No 3 is the only surviving Porter conventional style locomotive
in South Africa; there being two ex-ISCOR fireless examples
preserved in Pretoria. Of course, with Sandstone's
determination, one
should not discount a
return to working order
for No 3!

No 3 in 2017 at Sandstone. Picture by Sandstone Heritage Trust

An example of a typical Porter works plate

TRIBUTE TO DAVID SHEPHERD
The Sandstone Heritage Trust's 15F locomotive, No. 3052, purchased from David Shepherd some
years ago but still very much affectionately regarded as his locomotive is working at Friends of the
Rail at present. David was very keen to see the locomotive working and had hoped to come out to
SA but that has not been possible. As a result we have done a tribute to him with respect to his
association with this locomotive over a long period of time. Here is the link for the video clip:
https://youtu.be/b-hA_LfZdNs
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3'6" MAIN LINE DIESEL
THE DE2 AND ITS PARTS ORDER
As an example of the first type of main line diesel in Southern
Africa, ex-Rhodesia Railways/National Railways of
Zimbabwe (NRZ) English Electric Class DE2 No 1207 was an
ideal candidate for preservation by Sandstone.
Acquired from a scrap dealer in late 1997, it arrived in South
Africa in May 1998 and was soon transferred to Sandstone's
facility at Ficksburg. As Sandstone had terminated its 3'6”
gauge plans, it was then transferred to the Reefsteamers
Depot in Germiston in late 2007. During its stay at Ficksburg,
it was examined by an ex-Rhodesia Railways fitter and found
to be in reasonable condition, although missing a number of
electrical and brake parts.

1207 at Plumtree in 1973. Picture by John Batwell.

Around the same time, Sandstone had made contact with
NRZ to enquire about parts for the loco. Mutare Depot, which
had maintained the DE2s for many years, had a large stock of
parts, but at the time had no real intention to dispose of them.
It was not until 2015 that Sandstone visited NRZ Mutare, and
an offer was made for the remaining stock. The sheer amount
of parts available dating as far back as the late 60s, testified to
the fact the DE2 was an exceptionally reliable loco. Apart
from routine repairs and maintenance, the parts stock was
rarely required. Today in Mutare Depot, all the staff speak
with great affection about the DE2.
In 2016, the deal was struck for Sandstone to purchase the
parts stock, but it was not until early 2017 that transport was
available. The Sandstone Freightliner “Geel Mielie”, crewed
by Thabiso and Petrus, set off up the road to Beit Bridge and
Zimbabwe in late January 2017.

A section of the store waiting for the second load.

Although Sandstone has transported a lot of material within
South Africa, the sheer amount of red tape and paperwork for
a cross border trip was quite daunting, but the Sandstone
team navigated their way through it and “Geel Mielie”
eventually arrived in Mutare to start packing on Monday, 30
January. There were 2904 different line items, with an
estimated weight of about 25 tons and it was soon evident that
not all the material could be collected in one trip. However,
with the cooperation of NRZ and the South African
authorities, the shipment was registered as a split shipment
and a second trip was completed in mid-February.
The cooperation from NRZ in Mutare was exceptional with
all the Parts Staff pitching in to assist with the picking and
packing of the items. For the first trip, a container was used
with specially designed wooden cases for the material, but the
lack of a loading dock in Mutare (all material had originally
arrived by rail) meant that the cases could only be loaded on a
single level, thereby limiting the amount of material loaded.
For the second trip, an open trailer was used instead.
A Forklift and Driver were rented from a Mutare company,
which was essential for loading. The forklift had a nasty habit
of jamming its starter motor, but this was soon solved by a
good crack with a hammer!

Loading the container in Mutare. Picture by Dave Richardson

The stock is now at Sandstone and will be sorted for those
parts required for the proposed restoration of No 1207, with
other items to be offered for sale as they are common to a
number of English Electric diesels throughout the world. A
listing of these will be posted on the Sandstone website
shortly.
Sandstone would like to thank the NRZ Supplies Staff and the
Parts Staff at Bulawayo and Mutare for their kind cooperation
and assistance with this exercise. Thabiso and Petrus
executed another flawless job.
Now to see DE2 No 1207 on the main line!
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M I L I TA R Y M AT T E R S
MARMON-HERRINGTON MK 4
The official unveiling of the Marmon Herrington Mk 4 rebuilt by Andy
Selfe of Grabouw in the Cape, will take place at 10h00 on Monday, 3 April
2017. We encourage Military enthusiasts to be there to recognise Andy's
superb achievement.
MAGNIFICENT CONTRIBUTION FROM SA ARMOUR MUSEUM
Our partnership with the SA Armour Museum has grown over the years,
and for Stars of Sandstone 2017 they are putting in a massive effort with
some exciting new machines not seen before at Sandstone.
Major JP Scherman sent us this report of what our guests can expect to
see this year:

The Marmon-Herrington Mk 4 is almost complete, picture taken 3 March 2017

The South African Army Armour Museum is once again honoured
and pleased to be associated with Sandstone Estates. In celebration of
this year's Stars of Sandstone gathering, the Museum is pleased to be
able to contribute to this wonderful event.
The museum will be bringing along the following vehicles:
1. Olifant Mk 1A Battle Tank, which was an upgrade of the Olifant
Mk 1 and which entered service in the SA Armoured Corps in
1985.
2. Olifant Mk 1B Battle Tank, which was a complete rebuild and
which entered service in the SA Armoured Corps in 1991.
3. Rooikat Armoured Fighting Vehicle, which is a locally designed
aggressive reconnaissance vehicle, currently utilised by the
Armoured Car Regiments of the SA Armoured Corps.
4. T-72 M1 Tank, which was purchased from Poland by the SA Army
in 1990.
In addition, Advocate (Colonel) Colin Steyn (the Honorary Colonel
of 1 Special Service Battalion) has agreed to provide some of the
vehicles from the Museum of the Panzer-Grenadier-Division
Großdeutschland (Bloemfontein Branch). These vehicles will
include the following:

The Olifant Mk 1A

1. Volkswagen Kübelwagen: was a light military vehicle designed by
Ferdinand Porsche and built by Volkswagen during World War II
for use by the German military (both Wehrmacht and Waffen-SS).
2. BMW R75: is a World War II-era motorcycle and sidecar
combination.
3. M3 Stuart “Honey” Light Tank, is an American light tank of
World War II. The one on show this year will be in German
colours as it had been captured during the North African
Campaign.
4. Marmon-Herrington Mk. IV Armoured Car was produced in
South Africa during World War II. The one on show this year will
be in German colours as it had been captured during the North
African Campaign.

The T72 Tank

A modern tank is quite heavy to push start!

Be sure not to miss the fabulous daily Sound of Thunder performance
Stars of Sandstone 2017 Newsletter XV: page
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H I S T O R Y O F M I L I TA R Y R A D I O C O M M U N I C AT I O N S I N S O U T H A F R I C A
The SA Armour Museum’s Lieutenant Colonel Raymond Hohls
together with WO1 (Retired) Dennis Green has arranged a full
exhibition and demonstration of military radio equipment which
will be live on air during the event.
RADIO COMMUNICATIONS PLAY A VITAL ROLE

SA Armour Museum’s WW2 Radio Set No 19
and their Radio Set B56 below

Radio communications play a vital role in the use of tanks and
armoured cars. There is a need for communications between the
vehicles making up a tank or armour car troop (4 vehicles), then from
the Troop Commander to the Squadron Commander and to the
higher HQ. The Troop Sergeant needs radio communications to the
Echelon to place his requirements for fuel, ammunition, rations, etc.
The SA Armour Museum will be displaying a variety of radios,
starting with the radio Set No 19 which dates from WW2. There will
be radios from the 1950 and 1960s; bulky things making use of valves.
In the 1970s, new radios were installed into the tanks and armoured
cars, and these were smaller but more powerful.
As part of the exhibit, the Museum's amateur radio call sign, ZS4AFV
(Armoured Fighting Vehicle) will be active during the Stars event on
a number of amateur frequency allocations. Dennis Green, ZS4BS, a
member of the SA Armour Museum will operate ZS4AFV. Visiting
radio amateurs are welcome to come and operate from the exhibit.

A G R I C U LT U R A L H E R I TA G E
THE WAY WE WERE
In 1996, when the current owners purchased the farm Hoekfontein,
which is now part of Sandstone Estates, they found a fleet of John
Deere and Lanz tractors working the fields. The tractors of course,
were already old in those days but remain very robust and effective to
this day.
This John Deere 730, from the late 50s, was one of the tractors that
Sandstone began farming with in 1996. A very useful tractor,
according to our Tractor Preservation Manager, Chris Wilson. It is
still a part of the Sandstone collection today.
Trenches were dug for electrical cabling and these had to be repaired and planted then we
spread compost to stimulate the growth. Chris Wilson himself is on the seat!

Due to the high costs of new machinery, Sandstone has
commissioned Chris Wilson and his team to rebuild six John Deere
730s for day-to-day farm use. They will be used to haul slashers
identical to the one in this picture and to perform a wide variety of
other duties. They are rugged, reliable and fuel efficient.
An excellent example of this concept is our 1960s Fordson Major
tractor with mulcher in the process of cutting our Polo field (below).
One of the great advantages of having a Heritage collection is that one
has a wealth of useful assets to fall back on. We needed a machine to
level compost. It had to be small and petite and that is exactly what
this Gibson is (left).

The sun is out and our trusty Massey Ferguson 65 is pulling an early 1990 John
Deere Baler which is churning out bales by the hundred. You may find yourself
sitting on one of these at Stars of Sandstone 2017

This is the time of the year when we start building stocks of winter
feed. Again it has been difficult because of the rain but the grass is of
exceptional quality.
We will continue to be opportunistic as soon as the sun shines.
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EARTHMOVING EQUIPMENT
The Sandstone Earthmoving Equipment will be operating
throughout the Stars event. Most of it is very elderly, but it still
does a great job as can be seen in the photo of our CAT 12
working on the main entrance. This road has now been brick
paved.
We are in contact with a Caterpillar Plant and Machinery
specialist and will be going through all our Earth Moving
machinery to see how much of it can be made operational during
Stars 2017. Depending on the ground conditions, we plan to
build a dam near the complex using very old Earth Moving
machinery.
Our venerable old CAT 621 Scraper got into difficulties recently
due to the wet weather. Our DH8 is out of action, but an even
older International Dozer was called in and pushed the other
monster out of the hole in no time at all.
In our last Newsletter, we featured a letter from a gentleman from
Australia, Neil Clydsdale from the 'Antique Caterpillar
Machinery Owners Club', who collects Classic Earth Moving
machinery. Here is a picture of his Best 60.

All venerable names in Earthmoving circles. Sadly, Barlow's didn't insert the date of delivery
on the manufacturer’s plate, but it was some time in the 1950s. Photo credit: Gert Jubileus

Sandstone Estates has one of these. It is a forerunner of the
Caterpillar brand which came about when two companies, Best
and Holt, merged early in the last century. Neil's picture has
inspired us to do something about ours.

FIRE PROTECTION
April is normally a risk-free month for fires and with the very
heavy rains we experienced in February, we do not anticipate any
problems. However, our trusty Fire Department will be on duty
with our Unimog which dates back to somewhere in the 70s.
Our workshops are currently respraying the Unimog a bright
yellow so that it is more visible from a distance, and also to fall in
line with standard international convention for firefighting
appliances.
Unimogs are very durable vehicles. This one was inherited with
the farm and was already elderly in 1996. It is of course from the
same family of vehicles as the Buffel and the Moffel, of which a
number of examples are in the Military collection.
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V I N TA G E R O A D S T E A M
In some ways, our magnificent collection of
Agricultural Traction Engines, Steam Rollers and
Portable Agricultural Engines tends to be
overlooked. There are reasons for this.
Firstly, it is very difficult to find people who are
familiar with them and who are trained to fire and
operate them. However, as always, some top
professionals have come to the fore from around
the world and we are most pleased that most of
the engines will be out and about throughout the
Stars event for all to see.
Our line-up is quite impressive by international
standards. The big giant is the 1901 B5 Fowler
Crane engine. This is a road locomotive, which
was capable of pulling up to 80 tons and in this
one’s case, it is a very rare unit because it is fitted
with a jib crane. The B5 Fowler spent most of its
life working at De Beers in Kimberley.
We also have a venerable wood-burning 1910
Marshall Colonial Engine, which is extremely
rare — we understand there are now only three in
existence in the world.

The wood-burning 1910 Marshall Colonial Engine,
the big McLaren Agricultural Engine
and of course, the Sentinel Steam Lorry
are just a small taste of the unusual machinery
one can see at Stars of Sandstone 2017

There is a big McLaren Agricultural Engine, a
Sentinel Steam Lorry, two working Steam Rollers
(a Marshall and a Fowler), as well as an impressive
line-up of Agricultural Portable Engines,
including examples from Marshalls of
Gainsborough UK, Ransomes, Sims & Jefferies,
Lanz and others.
We hope you enjoy seeing them all in action!

S TAT I O N A R Y E N G I N E S
Danie Pretorius reports as follows:
After my initial visit in 2016, I returned to
Sandstone Estates early in February to attend to
the stationary engines and was accompanied by
an apprentice by the name of Michael Janse van
Rensburg, who is eager to learn and a great help.
Michael is continuing with tasks on the engines,
so some engines should be nice and shiny by the
time Stars of Sandstone 2017 visitors arrive.
We have eight engines in good running order and
hope to get a few more running during the event.
Unfortunately, we had a bearing failure on the
Southern Cross Farm Pumping engine and we
will not be able to run this unique little engine; it
will be overhauled after the event.
One of the old Lister engines with a water pump
has been allocated to the loco shop and will be
used during the event to supply water from the
dam for the small loco's on Seb’s Railway.
The Southern Cross Farm Pumping Engine

The National Generating Plant in the Waenhuis
Restaurant was also inspected and it started on
the very first attempt and ran very nicely. This
engine will be running every evening to provide
some "background music" for Stars.
We also look forward to the volunteers from
SAVTEK who will join the Stationary Engine
Museum for Stars — there may even be a few
visiting engines!
Looking forward to seeing you all!
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CLASSIC CARS & TRUCKS
Visitors who joined us for Stars 2015 will remember the two
Model A Fords from Julian Wills and Mike Liesegang that
featured in a host of photographs of the event. They will be
joining us again this year, as will a further 1931 Model A Coupé
from Sandstone.

A Model A in the Cosmos

Sandstone's Model T Pick up

Also from Sandstone, will be a 1932 Model B Pick Up. The model
B was introduced in 1932 as a successor to the Model A and was
the first production car in the USA to feature the V8 engine that
was to become the trademark of American cars for many years. A
four-cylinder version was also offered and Sandstone's version is
one of these. Without becoming a Ford show, Sandstone's Model
T Coupé and Pick Up are scheduled to add to the numerous
photographic opportunities of the event.
Moving across the Atlantic, Sandstone's newly restored 1948 MG
TC will also make an appearance after a 2-year rebuild by Tom
Kirkland in Johannesburg. The faithful 1927 Chevrolet will be
out and about, reminiscent of the “gangstermobiles” of the ‘30s —
this example is a much more splendid duotone green and brown.

“The Duchess”, his 1953 Bentley R Type
in the Atacama Desert.

Earl Don's 1960 Chevrolet Bel Air

Our guests have been very canny about the cars they are
bringing, but Richard Everingham will be bringing “The
Duchess”, his 1953 Bentley R Type, which is currently on its way
back from Peru where he successfully completed the 9500km
Rally of the Incas in December.
We will also have an S type Jaguar and a Morgan +8 visiting, as
well as Mouton Lotter's Model A Ford. Earl Don is bringing his
magnificent 1960 Chevrolet Bel Air, whilst the Bethlehem
Classic Car Club are expected en masse on our first Open Day on
Saturday 8 April.

We thought our readers would enjoy a trip down Memory Lane — coverage of the 1962
Earl's Court Motor Show in London. Ladies are well in evidence throughout the
sequence and of course there are some great cars from what is really a superb motoring
era. Click here to view: https://www.youtube.com/embed/sItz5ZO2b9Y

We must not forget the commercial vehicles, though, and we
invite our guests to bring their vehicles along to join the
Sandstone 1950 Ford F100, our International Pick Up and 1934
Chevrolet Fire Engine. Such vehicles were the backbone of
development in South Africa from the ‘20s onward.
If you want to join the “parade” at Stars of Sandstone 2017 with
your Classic Vehicle, please contact Dave Richardson on e mail:
daver@sandstone.co.za

We can only but drool at the prospect of buying these cars new for the modest amounts
demanded at the time.

M O D E R N FA R M I N G
We have a lot of cutting and baling to get through by winter. Crops
presently in the ground include Soya Beans, White and Yellow
Maize, and Sunflowers.
Our Cosmos has suffered from too much rain this year. It is a
plant that likes quite dry conditions, and when it receives as much
rain as we have had over the last six weeks, its growth is inhibited.
This also affected germination, since we only planted it in late
January. However, there are Cosmos coming up all over the place
and our big concern now is whether it will flower in time — what
it needs is 2-3 weeks of sunshine. Nature works in wonderful ways
and every year is different.
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THE MEN BEHIND THE SCENES
PONI RAMOHLOKI
We are having to cut our grass continuously in preparation for our
Stars of Sandstone guests! The rain has been phenomenal, and as
many people with gardens will know, grass seems to grow while you
sleep and you cannot turn your back for a moment.
Poni Ramohloki literally never stops. Sadly, the lawnmower is not
vintage and although we have some interesting vintage lawnmowers,
they do not have the capacity to cover all the lawns on the complex.

Poni Ramohloki, who has taken to dressing to match his ride-on mower, it seems

JACOB LESIYENYANE
One of the interesting personalities from our staff is our one man
fencing dynamo, Jacob Lesiyenyane. Jacob covers long distances
repairing fences, putting up gates and generally making sure that our
livestock enterprise is secure.

SHORTY MALOPO
We would like to pay tribute to our Security Team who operate 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. We have a large perimeter to patrol, and
of course we need to make sure that our livestock and assets are
secure.
Shorty Malopo is one of our professional Guards. He usually works
nightshift and is nevertheless always smiling. A tough job, but one
that Shorty carries out reliably and professionally.

Shorty Malopo (Guard) and Jacob Lesiyenyane

SANDSTONE OXEN
Our 24 Afrikaner oxen will be on duty every single day of the show.
Due to the long hours they spend in harness they will be rotated but
everybody will get a chance to greet them eye to eye.
Their names are as follows: Selane, Rhodes, Witpens, Boesman,
Hangkop, Ubuntu, Rabotsho, Stalin, Semenyane, Hitler, Moketa,
Shaka, Charlback, Moshweshwe, Shorty, Dingaan, Pakiso, Russia,
Star, Vrystaat, Witvoet, Kaptein, Kroonstad and Amazon.
Our oxen carry out many tasks, one of which is to do a weekly tidy-up
where rubbish, garden clippings etc. are removed. This exercise has a
very low carbon footprint.
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P H O T O G E N I C S A N D S T O N E E S TAT E S

Stars of Sandstone 2017 is one of the great Steam
Railway photographic opportunities in the
world.
This beautiful picture taken by David Benn
epitomises the locomotives, the light and the
landscape captured in one photograph.
If you are a committed photographer and you
would like to join the formal photographic
programme please do not forget to contact Rod
Hering, E: rodhering@gmail.com
Don't forget our photographic competition see:
http://starsofsandstone.com

OUT & ABOUT WITH THE DRONE

This is a powerful tool on a farm. Tyrone Pearce,
our skilled drone operator, recently covered a lot
of ground as one can see from these images.
The grassed airstrip being prepared for the
arrival of Harvards, Tiger Moths and other
interesting aircraft from a bygone era.
Photos also include our oxen in training as well as
a bird's eye view of harvesting and land
preparation.
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AV I AT I O N S TA R S O F T H E S K I E S AT S A N D S T O N E
Our visiting Vintage Aircraft are a major attraction at Stars
of Sandstone and 2017 will feature an exciting line-up of
classic fixed wing and helicopters as follows:
FIXED WING
Harvard: This classic trainer was originally designed in 1934
and became the basic training aircraft for air forces around the
world including the SAAF.
Tiger Moth: Probably the most well-known and widely
recognised vintage aircraft, the de Havilland DH.82 Tiger
Moth is a 1930s biplane designed by Geoffrey de Havilland and
built by the de Havilland Aircraft Company. It was operated by
the Royal Air Force (RAF) and many other operators as a
primary trainer aircraft. In addition to the type's principal use
for ab-initio training, the Second World War saw RAF Tiger
Moth operating in other capacities, including maritime
surveillance, defensive anti-invasion preparations, and even
some aircraft that had been outfitted to function as armed light
bombers.

The Harvard at the end of a loop. Picture by Keith Wetmore
Auster AOP 6 and Chipmunk

Chipmunk: Designed by de Havilland of Canada to replace the
Tiger Moth, the Chipmunk took its first flight in 1946 and
subsequently used as a trainer by the RAF and numerous other
air forces including Canada, Egypt, Lebanon and Thailand.
Auster AOP 6: Originally conceived as a military observation
aircraft after WW2, the Auster AOP6 was developed into a
trainer and was used by both the RAF and SAAF.
Waco: The Waco Aircraft Company (WACO) was an aircraft
manufacturer located in Troy, Ohio, USA. Between 1919 and
1947, the company produced a wide range of civilian biplanes.
The company initially started under the name Weaver Aircraft
Company of Ohio but changed its name to the Waco Aircraft
Company in 1928/29.
Bosbok and Tiger Moth. Pictures courtesy of Gavin Brown

Bosbok: The Aermacchi AM3C was a reconnaissance/observation aircraft from Italy and 80 were delivered to the SAAF
between 1972 and 1974. The SAAF named the aircraft the
“Bosbok” ( Bushbuck) and it was also used for casevac, liaison
and target marking.
Piper Super Cub: The Piper PA-18 Super Cub is a two-seat,
single-engine monoplane. Introduced in 1949 by Piper
Aircraft, it was developed from the Piper PA-11, and traces its
lineage back through the J-3 to the Taylor E-2 Cub of the 1930s.
In close to 40 years of production, over 9,000 were built. Super
Cubs are commonly found in roles such as bush flying, banner
and glider towing.
Alouette III

HELICOPTERS
Alouette II: The Aérospatiale Alouette II is a light helicopter originally manufactured
by Sud Aviation and later Aérospatiale, both of France. The Alouette II was the first
production helicopter to use a gas turbine engine instead of the conventional heavier
piston power plant. The Alouette II was mostly used for military purposes in
observation, photography, air-sea rescue, liaison and training, but it has also carried
anti-tank missiles and homing torpedoes. As a civilian helicopter it was used for
casualty evacuation (with two external stretcher panniers), crop-spraying and as a
flying crane, with a 500-kilogram (1,100 lb.) external underslung load.

Alouette III: The Aérospatiale Alouette III is a singleengine, light utility helicopter developed by Sud Aviation.
It was manufactured by Aérospatiale of France, and under
license by Hindustan Aeronautics in India as Hal Chetak, by
Industria Aeronauticã Românã in Romania as IAR 316 and
F+W Emmen (de) in Switzerland.
The Alouette III is the successor to the Alouette II, being
larger and having more seating.

We are indebted to Gavin Brown (E: gavin@watex.co.za) for his contribution

It’s going to be exciting in the skies of Sandstone!
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INFRASTRUCTURE NEWS
Len Huxham, our builder, has been feverishly
busy building a new Ash Pit. With the heavy rail
traffic due at Stars 2017 we needed an extra
facility for emptying the firebox when the loco
has completed its shift/s. This has been built
some distance away from the Running Shed so
that we can keep the area clean.
Our newly arrived Class 91 appears in the
background looking very much at home.

Building the dam wall over which the track bed will
be laid. Our 621 is a highly efficient way of filling
and compacting the dam wall.
The track has been laid as far as it can be, pending
the completion of the earthworks over the dam wall.
The newly laid track is heading more or less towards
Cairo. A lovely scenic picture of the Eastern Free
State.

T R A N S P O R TAT I O N N E W S
Geel Mielie has been very active recently. One
of the more interesting loads is the International
Titan which has been upgraded and restored by
Chris Wilson.
This tractor, dating back to the 1920s is, as far as
we know, the only one in South Africa. The
boiler on the lowbed is for Lawley No. NG 97. It
was in need of refurbishment, which was
completed by Stevens Engineering in Howick,
Natal.

E V E N T I N F O R M AT I O N : C O N TA C T S A N D C O O R D I N AT O R S
Just a quick reminder about the various people who have undertaken to
see that Stars of Sandstone 2017 runs smoothly. Please contact the
relevant coordinator tasked with arrangements in good time, should you
need them.
Comprehensive Event Website: www.starsofsandstone.com
Detailed maps and directions on getting there:
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/map

Event Administration:
Leigh Sanders / leighs@sandstone.co.za / +27 51 933 2235
Event Coordinator, Catering & Farm Shop:
Celeste Haupt / celesteh@sandstone.co.za / mobile + 27 64 752 3852
Military Vehicle Programme: Raymond Hohls / rhohls@mweb.co.za
2ft Narrow Gauge Locomotive Operations:
Gert Jubileus / gertj@sandstone.co.za
Technical Support: Lukas Nel / lucasn@sandstone.co.za
Classic Cars and Trucks: Dave Richardson / daver@sandstone.co.za
Aviation: Gavin Brown / gavin@watex.co.za
Tractors, Plant & Equipment, Agricultural Implements:
Chris Wilson / katbr@worldonline.co.za
Stationary Engines: Danie Pretorius / danie.pretorius@telkomsa.net
Traction Engines, Oxen, Ox Wagons, Horses, Mules, Donkeys and
other livestock: Wilfred Mole / joannewest@btinternet.com
Photographic Opportunities: Rod Hering / rodhering@gmail.com
Security: Charl Malan / charlm@sandstone.co.za / mobile +27 74 684
3749 and/or +27 83 252 5229
Computer, IT and Electronic Infrastructure : Tyrone Pearce /
pearcet@me.com / mobile +27 82 740 7927

Sandstone Dusk Photo credit: Mark van Vuuren

First Aid/Paramedic provided by ER24: 084 124
On site Medic Pieter Bekker 071 882 4363
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M O R E E V E N T I N F O R M AT I O N
PROVISIONAL
EVENT PROGRAMME
The provisional Railway and Event programme
has been updated on our website,
www.starsofsandstone.com as of 3 March. We will
now be running an additional Mountain
Wanderer train on both Saturday, 1 April and
Sunday, 2 April. The trains will now run at 14h00
and 16h30 on each of those days.

FOOD & REFRESHMENT
VILLAGE
Some of our guests have taken advantage of the
Full Catering Package, but we have reached our
full capacity and cannot take any more full
catering bookings.
For just that reason, a Food & Refreshment Village
will be available, with a full complement of
vendor-type food and refreshments. There is also
a Pub within the Main Complex.

WiFi CONNECTIONS
A Wi-Fi connection will be available for the
duration of the Stars of Sandstone 2017 event for
all our visitors. Data Vouchers can be purchased at
the Visitor Reception Centre for the data required.
International visitors are advised to make use of
this service by switching off data roaming on their
phones to avoid excessive out-of-home-country
charges.

The gates will be open for off site accommodated visitors from 05h30 each day. This will allow visitors to join the photographic trains scheduled
at 06h00 and for Breakfast in the Waenhuis Restaurant from 06h30 (for our full catering option guests).

ACCOMMODATION
For Sandstone Camping Ground and Camper Van hire, please contact
Babita Hira on E: babitan@sandstone.co.za
Happily, all those who have registered seem to have now made suitable
arrangements to stay over. The buzz word is flexibility and we hope that
people will relax and just enjoy the old world experience.
Two local establishments have indicated that they can accept additional
bookings: The Green Acorn Guest House and Prynnsberg Estate.

The Green Acorn Guest House in Ficksburg still has some
accommodation available during the Stars event. Contact Christine
Prinsloo on e mail: info@greenacorn.co.za or on the landline on 051 933
2746. Their website is www.greenacorn.co.za

AIRPORT COLLECTION AND
TRANSPORT COORDINATION
We have some guests who are going to hire cars and they are indicating
that they have spare capacity.
Nonetheless, if you are looking for a lift or you can offer a lift before, after
or during the Stars of Sandstone 2017 event, please do let us know so that
we can try and coordinate efficient transport arrangements — otherwise
quite a large number of rental cars are going to travel with only one or two
people in them.
To coordinate transport arrangements, please contact Dave Richardson
on e-mail: daver@sandstone.co.za
STOP PRESS • LIFT OFFERS JUST RECEIVED • STOP PRESS
I have decided to fly to Bloemfontein and will be renting a car at the
airport. If anybody requires a lift from the airport early in the
morning on the 30th March, I would be most happy to share the car. I
will be returning to Bloemfontein airport late afternoon on the 4th
April. Ross West — Tel: 021 790 0321 and Cell: 082 451 3154
Peter Mole has also confirmed he will be travelling down to
Sandstone from Johannesburg on the 27th March 2017 and he may be
able to provide a lift(s). Peter can be contacted by e-mail at
peter.mole@btopenworld.com.
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USEFUL MEDIA LINKS
RUNNING SHED/STEAM REPORTS
In addition to this Stars of Sandstone Newsletter, our Running Shed on the farm produces an outstanding
technical bulletin every fortnight or so, covering the work that they do. It is for serious-minded railway
enthusiasts, mechanical engineers and people who are interested in machinery. Since our last newsletter we have
had a number of these Steam Reports published:
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/pdf/6_Feb_2017.pdf
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/pdf/feb2017/Steam_Report_20Feb2017.pdf

OTHER MEDIA LINKS
Classic Cars Africa: https://www.gate5.co.za/read/76148/qv/46538894/138840198/5598/p
Pilots Post: http://www.pilotspost.co.za/arn0001144 and http://www.pilotspost.co.za/arn0001149
Bennett Brook Railway:
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/images/pdf/mar2017/February_Newsletter_2017.pdf

A G R I C U LT U R A L H E R I TA G E

http://www.netwerk24.com/ZA/Vrystaat/gemeenskapskalender-community-calender-20170202
http://us6.campaign-archive1.com/?u=90d01d5de09b258e285637f21&id=222ee3a88c&e=a70b1f93d7
http://www.netwerk24.com/ZA/Vrystaat/Nuus/dagboekinskrywings-calendar-entries-20170221-2
http://sandstone-estates.com/index.php/newsletters-to-email/3229-newsletters
http://sandstone-estates.com/images/newsletters/Cat_Special_Rally_Flyer_V3%20May_2017.pdf

WHERE TO FIND US
From Johannesburg
and the town of Villiers

Please visit our website for more detailed information:
http://www.sandstone-estates.com/index.php/map
FINDING SANDSTONE ESTATES on GPS
BY ROAD: Our GPS co-ordinates are S28° 50' 41.12” E28° 00' 15.94”
We are situated on the R26, just north-east of the town of Ficksburg in
the Eastern Free State, South Africa.
FOR LIGHT AIRCRAFT:
Fly in to our 1000m grassed airstrip at S28° 50' 36" E28° 00' 18"
Should you be planning to fly in, please notify Gavin Brown on
+27 83 409 3405, providing exact details of your plans.

Ficksburg

From
Bloemfontein

LESOTHO

BY AIR:
The nearest International Airport is Johannesburg Oliver Tambo.
The nearest Regional Airport is Bloemfontein.
For Chartered aircraft, Ficksburg.
The coordinates for Ficksburg Airport are S28° 49' 30" E27° 54' 30"

From all of us at Sandstone — we hope you have enjoyed these Newsletters — we’ll see you at Stars!
THE SANDSTONE TEAM

Curator, Sandstone Heritage Trust: Gert Jubileus
gertj@sandstone.co.za
Farm Affairs: Leigh Sanders
Event Matters & Dave Richardson
leighs@sandstone.co.za
International Enquiries: Louise Norton
Newsletter Editor: daver@sandstone.co.za
tourism@sandstone.co.za
South African Enquiries: Leigh Sanders
Newsletter Production: Claire at Eschie Graffix
leighs@sandstone.co.za

@SandstoneHerit

www.starsofsandstone.com

Preserving the best of the Past for the Future

Please click on the logo to visit the
Stars of Sandstone website
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